What a MyPC user will see

Logon Screen

- User-Friendly PC name
- PC status and how long it can be used
- Option to change language to Spanish. (This will only apply to the logon screen.)
- Boxes to enter card number and PIN. (users MUST click in the boxes before they can start typing)
The “Session Information Bar”
The MyPC session information bar displays at the top of the screen. It shows the remaining session time and offers menu options to end or lock the session. Messages for the user will display under the session information bar.

If you click on “Hide”, the session information bar will minimize itself and look like this:

Session information bar close-up with labels:

Pin/Unpin
- If you “pin” the session information bar, it will remain displayed at the top of the screen and will not minimize.
- If you “unpin” the session information bar, it will minimize itself. You may click on the minimized bar to make it reappear.

Messages to the PC
Messages to the PC will display under the session information bar

Countdown warnings occur 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and 3 minutes before the user’s session is done.

Library staff can send messages to users as well.